If you haven’t already downloaded Status, you must do so in order to use any of our
free or paid instruments. Download status in all formats by clicking the link below.
Download Status
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
WINDOWS: OS 7 or higher
32 or 64 bit compatible
Dual Core 2.0 GHz or higher
MAC: OSX 10.11 or later (Catalina Compatible)
Intel Core Duo 2.0Ghz or higher

DAW COMPATIBILITY
Below is a list of compatible DAW’s that will run Status without issue. Status is free to download
along with a huge range of free content. To check your DAW and system is compatible, you can
always download any of the free Status compatible banks and ensure you are 100%
compatible. Free banks can be downloaded from our website here.
Cubase
FL Studio / Fruity Loops
Logic
Reason VST
Abelton Live
Reaper
Studio One
Protools (no AAX/RTAS support, must use a bridge such as Blue Cat Patchwork)

OPERATING SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY
Below is a list of compatible operating systems that will run Status without issue. Status is free
to download along with a huge range of free content. To check your operating system is
compatible, you can always download any of the free Status compatible banks and ensure you
are 100% compatible. Free banks can be downloaded from our website here.
Windows 7
Windows 10
macOS Catalina
macOS Mojave
macOS High Sierra
macOS Sierra
OS X El Capitan
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HOW TO INSTALL STATUS (WINDOWS + MAC VIDEO)
Follow the step by step instructions in the video below to correctly install and open Status. By
clicking the video player below you will be redirected to a step by step video on Youtube.
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HOW TO INSTALL STATUS (WINDOWS)
Step 1: Download Status from your Audio Animals account, or email address provided with your
order. Downloads will be located in your account under MY ORDERS or MY DOWNLOADS.

Step 2: Select the version you wish to use from either 32Bit or 64Bit Windows. Copy and paste
the Status.dll and Status.instruments folder into the VST folder that your DAW scans for
VST’s. This is typically located on the C: drive under VST Plugins. I personally like to scan an
external drive so that my sample content is kept separate from my operating system.
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Step 3: Status is now technically installed and ready to start loading banks into. The last thing
left to do is paste banks into the Status.instruments folder. To do this download all the .mse
instrument banks you wish to load using Status into a temporary folder. All banks can be
downloaded from your Audio Animals account under MY ORDERS or MY DOWNLOADS.

Step 4: Copy and paste all .mse instrument banks into the Status.instruments folder. Now
when you load Status in your DAW, every bank you have copied across to the instruments
folder will load within Status.
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HOW TO INSTALL STATUS (MAC AU)
Step 1: Download Status from your Audio Animals account, or email address provided with your
order. Downloads will be located in your account under MY ORDERS or MY DOWNLOADS.

Step 2: Select the version Status - Mac AU. Copy and paste the Status.component and
Status.instruments folders into the components folder. By default located: Macintosh
HD/Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/Components
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Step 3: Status is now technically installed and ready to start loading banks into. The last thing
left to do is paste banks into the instruments folder. To do this download all the .mse
instrument banks you wish to load using Status into a temporary folder. All banks can be
downloaded from your account under MY ORDERS or MY DOWNLOADS.

Step 4: Copy and paste all .mse instrument banks into the Status.instruments folder. A restart
of your computer is recommended, now when you load Status in your DAW, every bank you
have copied across to the instruments folder will load within Status.
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HOW TO INSTALL STATUS (MAC VST)
Step 1: Download Status from your Audio Animals account, or email address provided with your
order. Downloads will be located in your account under MY ORDERS or MY DOWNLOADS.

Step 2: Select the version Status - Mac VST. Copy and paste the Status.vst3 and
Status.instruments folders into the audio plugins folder. By default located: Macintosh
HD/Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/VST3
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Step 3: Status is now technically installed and ready to start loading banks into. The last thing
left to do is paste banks into the instruments folder. To do this download all the .mse
instrument banks you wish to load using Status into a temporary folder. All banks can be
downloaded from your account under MY ORDERS or MY DOWNLOADS.

Step 4: Copy and paste all .mse instrument banks into the Status.instruments folder. A restart
of your computer is recommended, now when you load Status in your DAW, every bank you
have copied across to the instruments folder will load within Status.
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STATUS PARAMETERS
VOLUME
Master volume output from Status. Can be used to position the instrument within your mix.
Parameter Value Range: -60db / +12db
PAN
Master pan control. Used to position the instrument in the correct stereo field in your mix.
Parameter Value Range: -100 left / +100 right
REVERB
A detailed impulse response can be added to your instrument to achieve a natural room like
effect.
Parameter Value Range: 0% (dry) / 100% (wet)
PITCH BEND
The pitch bend parameter works in exactly the same way as a pitch bend wheel would work on
your midi keyboard. To permanently set the pitch bend value, you must open your DAW’s midi
automation and set the value required in the automation channel. If you do not set this value
inside your DAW, next time you open your session this value will reset, exactly as the pitch
bend wheel on your keyboard would.
Parameter Value Range: -2 semitones / +2 semitones
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ADSR
The ADSR can be used to shape the sample you are triggering. When a note is played and a
sample is triggered, the ADSR determines the length of time audio takes to complete it’s
envelope cycle.
Attack is measured in MS (milliseconds) and determines the length of time the sample takes to
increase from silence to full volume.
Decay is also measured in MS (milliseconds) and determines the length of time the sample
takes to drop from full volume to the sustain level.
Sustain is measured in DB (decibels) and determines the volume that the sound stays at a
constant volume until the note is released. Please note that this parameter is measured in
volume rather than time.
Release is measured in MS (milliseconds) and determines the length of time the sample takes
to fade out when the note is let go of.
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KEYSWITCHES
Keyswitches can be used to instantly switch between groups of sounds. By pressing a note
between E1 to B1 a specific group of sounds can be selected to trigger across the keyboard. To
trigger a keyswitch you can either click the button in the keyswitch window or press down on the
note that corresponds to the keyswitch you wish to activate.
Note - Note that corresponds to the keyswitch
Keyswitch - Name of playing style
Music Note - Button that can be clicked to select the keyswitch

Each keyswitch is recorded in exactly the same way, meaning that switching sounds doesn’t
change the tone and only changes the way that sound is played. By recording this way you can
use keyswitches to create realistic and authentic loops that if programmed well will be as much
like the real things as is physically possible in the box.
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GROUP / BANK SELECT
BANK SELECT
Banks are collections of sounds that are downloadable from the Audio Animal sample shop.
Banks can be cycled through using the left or right selectors or click in the centre window to
display a drop down menu including all the banks available to select from.
Left Arrow - Selects previous bank of sounds
Right Arrow - Selects next bank of sounds
Centre Text - Opens drop down menu displaying all installed banks

GROUP SELECT
Some Status compatible banks use groups of sounds instead of keyswitches. Groups are
collections of sounds such as a specific instrument that spans the keyboard range or a location
that the group of samples were recorded in. Groups can be cycled through using the left or right
selectors or click in the centre window to display a drop down menu including all the groups
available to select from. Once a group is selected, only that group of sound will be triggered
from the keyboard.
Left Arrow - Selects previous group of sounds
Right Arrow - Selects next group of sounds
Centre Text - Opens drop down menu displaying all groups of sounds
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KEYBOARD LABELLING
Depending on the bank you have selected, keyboard labelling will be very different. Labelling
has been implemented so that the user instantly knows what sounds are loaded onto what
octave.
Instrument Banks
Instrument banks are groups of individual sounds that span the entire keyboard. Such banks will
simply display the octave in which the rage of keys is in. Keyswitch keys will be blanked off to
avoid any confusion.

Keyswitch Banks
Keyswitch banks are groups of sounds that include 8 keyswitches. These 8 keyswitches are
located on the left of the keyboard and can be selected by clicking the note corrosponding to the
keyswitch you wish to use. The labeling on the Keyswitch banks gives you a detailed indication
as to what is loaded on to each octave.
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LICENSING AGREEMENT
All Rights not expressly granted to the user are reserved. The sound samples on download
are licensed, not sold, to you to be reproduced within your original musical compositions only.
All copying, lending, duplicating, re-selling or trading of this product or its content is strictly
prohibited. Only the original purchaser of this product has the right to embody and reproduce
the enclosed sound samples within their music compositions. Use of these sounds in
multimedia projects are limited to use within original musical compositions. This license is
granted for a single user only (and is given on a worldwide basis). The license is
non-exclusive and is granted for the full period of copyright protection and sound samples.
You cannot electronically transfer the sound samples or place them in a time-sharing or
service bureau operation or a computer / sampler network. Opening this product constitutes
your acceptance of these terms. - Audio Animals Ltd.
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